
* *  ADVISEMENT  * *
Read instructions completely prior to
starting installation. All InDash Mounts
are designed so that after installation, phone
is facing normal driver position for left-
hand drive vehicles. This mount is not
designed to be used in foreign countries
with right-hand drive vehicles. Use extreme
care when working around the plastic
components on the dash.  Excess force, can
cause breakage of  the plastic components.
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MOUNTING LOCATION:
Right side of center air vent V R
TOOLS REQUIRED:
Hook tool, Flat Dash Tool
Phillips Screwdriver
PARTS INCLUDED:
(1)S7 -2075 Mount

 PART#: 75140-114
 MFG: PETERBILT
 MODELS & YEARS:

 5-Series (567,579,587)
 2014-2019

STEP #1: With Dash Tool remove the tall center dash cover above the shifter
which surrounds the center air vent, Parking/Trailer Brake controls. (5) clips,
Set aside.

STEP #2: With Dash Tool remove the tall dash cover that include the gauges
and/ or surrounds video display if equipped, and surrounds the climate
control. (9) clips. Set aside

STEP #3: With PHSD remove the (2) screws at the top of the IP bezel.With
Dash Tool assist remove the bezel that surrounds the IP.

STEP #4: There are (11) other PH screws to remove. First the (2) larger
screws by the Parking/Trailer Brake Controls. Then continue with the identical
screws that hold the black plastic dash frame in place. See diagram.

STEP #5: Carefully pull out the black frame from the upper right hand corner
just enough to get the InDash by PanaVise Mount, guiding the mount over the
top of the black frame behind the (2) screw flange at the top back of the dash
cavity. Snap the black frame back in place while aligning the screw holes.
Install the (2) screws. Replace all of the other screws, and snap the bezel
pieces back in place in reverse order.

INSTALLATION IS NOW COMPLETE.  ENJOY YOUR NEW INDASH by
PANAVISE MOUNT.
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